
 

 

 

Codes Import Pack 

The Codes Import allows the user to export and import codes from one company to another or 
import codes from a populated excel template. 

This module can export/import the following code structures: 

Traders (Customers and Suppliers), Nominal, Enterprise, Analysis, Items, Fixed Asset and Stock. 

A list of all import templates along with our standard nominal code list is stored on each 
machine. You will find these in C:\Users\[UserName]\Documents\Key Prime\Document 
Templates. Please note, if you have had Prime for a while, we would recommend that you 
remove the documents in this folder and reload Prime. This will populate the latest up-to-date 
documents. 

To export codes you will need to navigate to the appropriate ledger in Prime. In this example we 
will use a ‘Nominal’ code export. 

 

At the bottom of the ledger screen you will see the  button, click this button to start 
the process to export/import the codes. 



 

You will need to populate the tick boxes of the information that you are wanting to export 
(please note that if you are planning to import the list back into Prime, it is recommended you 
export ALL fields to avoid loss of data and then amend as appropriate on the spreadsheet) 

After ticking the appropriate boxes you will then click  which will then export the 
information into an excel spreadsheet, which you will need to save. 

 

 

To import a nominal list, go to the nominal ledger and click the  button. Select the  

 on the import/export nominal codes window. 



 

You will need to search for the saved excel spreadsheet using the highlighted button to browse 
for the file. 

Once you have found and opened the file you will need to check that the following have been 
populated correctly as per the data on the spreadsheet: 

 

Prior to importing, select whether to ‘Ignore’ or ‘Update’ codes which already exists in the 
company that you are importing into, by populating the relevant radial button. 

 

Choosing ‘Ignore’ will mean that the code that is being imported with the same code as one 
already in the company will be ignored and not imported. Update means that the existing code 
will be updated with the new imported information. 

Click the   button in the bottom left of the screen. 

The nominal codes will now import which you can see from the green status bar at the bottom 
of the screen, when completed, you will get a message confirming that the nominal codes 
have been successfully imported otherwise you will get the below error. 



 

Click ok to get a list of why certain codes were not imported like below 

 

If you had selected ‘ignore’ on the import screen then the ‘Code already exists’ means that the 
code is already in the company that you are importing to. 

If the validation shows any other errors, correct these and then re-import your list. 

Now go to your nominal ledger to check that the codes are listed and you are ready to use the 
imported nominal codes. 

 


